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•                            Paradigm shift  

”I think there are good reasons for suggesting 
•that the modern age has ended.

•Today, many things indicate that we are going 
through a transitional period, when it seems that 
something is on the way out and something else is 
painfully being born.
•It is as if something were crumbling, decaying and 
exhausting itself – while something else, still 
indistinct, were arising from the rubble.” 
•                                               ( Vaclav Havel, 1994, Philadelphia )
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•                                                                    

                                     Knowledge

•Knowledge is coordinated action   
emerging from consensus.
•Knowledge is not an object or data  
you can own, it is a process inspiring 
participation. 
• (Humberto Maturana)
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•                                  Learning

•Our knowledge today is an 
answer to questions asked 

yesterday to the problems of of 
the past.

•( Arie de Guus, Royal Dutch/Shell, ex-Head of 
Planning dept. )
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Future School
Scenarios-OECD

lStatus quo school
lRobust&beurocratic school system
lExtension of the marketing model

➄

➄

➄

➄Reschooling scenarios
➄Schools as basic community centers

➄Schools as learning organisations
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                        Danube College

Vision: a coherent, cooperative region in 
harmonious and sustainable development

Where?
Upper Danube, Upper Tisza,

Duna-Drava
               How?

Enhancing emergent leadership capacity of young people 
                      to respond the 3P challenges by becoming 
               compassionate, skilled and inspiring leeadership
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Action learning 
             Social entrepreneurship

Rock Your Life is a programme that has 
already proved powerful and empowering in 
mobilizing young people to reach out with 

compassion, skill and inner leadership 
towards students that may well need this 

inspiring connection. Their approach 
completely enhances the Collegium 

Danubius local development programs.
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    Background_why RYL! matters

link between a young person’s prospects and his/her 
socio-demographic background is remarkably strong
very selective school system, allowing little educational 
mobility
pupils with a disadvantaged background therefore hardly 
ever make it to university
university students know little about the pupils’ actualities 
of life and discouraging prospects
these two groups are mostly isolated from each 

other although only a few years apart age-wise 
and being part of the same society 
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                 ROCK YOUR LIFE!

ROCK YOUR LIFE!
International 
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             Our Vision:
             sustainable effects for pupils, 
   students, companies society as a whole 

A society…
in which educational opportunities are irrespective 
of the social milieu
in which social mobility is a reality in every young 
person’s life.
in which connections exist beyond and across 
established milieus
and in which everybody is able to unfold their 
individual potential. 
A society in which (especially young) people are 
able to literally ROCK their lives.
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Our programme_one on 
one coaching_ 
comprehensible and 
effective

pupils from socially disadvantaged backgrounds are coached by a 
collegiate ROCK YOUR LIFE! student-coach over two years
they get empowered to unfold their individual potential and to 
realize job or education related goals in a self-responsibly and self-
conscious way
university students complete a professional qualification 
programme to support and accompany pupils on their way to 
employment or higher education
a wide network of partner companies complements the individual 
coaching to improve the pupils’ chances of a successful 
apprenticeship /job entry 
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Effects of the ROCK YOUR LIFE! 
programme

students as potential future decision-makers become part of a 
social movement that stands for social mobility and equal access 
to education
perspectives are broadened and social skills get trained on both 
sides
schools receive support since their lack of resources does not 
allow for individual mentoring
contribution to integration, social mobility, equal opportunities and 
solidarity 
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Sacling up_ becoming an (inter)national 
educational movement

the ROCK YOUR LIFE! network currently comprises 27 local 
chapters throughout Germany (Berlin, Frankfurt, Cologne, 
Dresden, Hamburg, Munich…)
Local chapters are founded, led and organized be volunteer 
university students that seek to make sense and contribute to 
society
approx. 1,000 coaching relationships have been successfully 
initialized - hundreds more are to follow within the next months
learning experiences are rapidly spread throughout the network
a continuous process of improvement is implemented via various 
feedback, reporting and impact measurement structures
RYL! is now about to go international and we are spreading our 
vision und knowledge to young people in other countries
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-400 coaching-couples germanywide
-First big funders: BMW and 
Vodafone foundation
-Member of the Alliance for 
Education,Federal ministry of 
education

2011

Coaching-couples

Local chapters

Volunteers
hours/year

40

1
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2009 2010 & 2011

-Starting off with 
40 coaching-
couples
-First award 
from German 
chancellor
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ROCK YOUR LIFE! international

Vision 
young people anywhere in the world rock their lives and 

unfold their potential - irrespective of their social 
background
mission

empower and train young people around the world to 
find their own unique answers to the educational challenges 
they face in their own country
goal

ROCK YOUR LIFE! goes international over the next few 
years, responding to requests from any country

à the pogramme gets adapted to specific local needs and 
circumstances

à the founding organization in Germany passes on 
material and experiences
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Educational and Social Learning 
Journey Budapest

We offer 30 scholarships for motivated, 
inspired and courageous students
who want to face the educational 
challenges of Budapest, develop ideas
on how to change the situation and 
conceptualize a project plan that helps
them manifest their ideas in the world.
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Educational and Social Learning 
Journey Budapest

Between 18th and 23rd November two of 
the founders of RYL will lead a workshop 
series for young adults on how to become 
a social entrepreneur in the educational 
landscape themselves
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Agenda
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ROCK YOUR LIFE! gGmbH
Am Seemooser Horn 20
D 88045 Friedrichshafen
www.rockyourlife.de
budapestrocks@rockyourlif
e.de www.rockyourli

fe.de
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                       Collegium Danubius

                         and Rock Your Life

  Module I, Bpest  Rock Your Life, followed by 3 more 
modules while practice in between according to

 the work started in the RYL module. 
         Module II, Bpest Self & Team development-SoL  

Module III, Pécs on Sustainability, 
Blue Economy and Environmental Learning

Module IV. Debrecen Regional development 
based on Team Academy concepts&practice
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Come and join us!

Email to

dk@solintezet.hu
elisabeth.hahnke@rockyourlife.de

mailto:dk@solintezet.hu
mailto:elisabeth.hahnke@rockyourlife.de
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